are cash equities and listings and derivatives—accounting for only 5 percent of
the firm’s operating profits.
“There is no revenue flow yet,” Dominique Cerutti said at NYSE Euronext’s
Investor Day conference in March. Cerutti is the head of all technology at NYSE
Euronext—and Young’s boss. “We are still
building the company. That’s the reason
for the margins.”
Still, NYSE executives predict the group
will be the fastest growing of the three businesses, reaching $1 billion in sales in four
to five years. Cerutti expects operating
margins to grow from 13 percent presently
to 30 percent over that period.
Underlying these projections are expectations that brokerages will pull back
from their commitments to trading infrastructure. Due to the expense and timeconsuming nature of managing infrastructure, NYSE Technologies is predicting a
wholesale switch to outsourcing.
Rather than maintain potentially hundreds of data feeds and networks connecting them to market centers and their
customers, brokers will pay NYSE Technologies to do it for them.

Infrastructure Play

T

“

he sellside wants to focus on where
they can add value to their clients,”
Young explained, “which is in trading advice and the quality of their algorithms.
They don’t want to have to provide that
costly infrastructure anymore.”
Young is not the only infrastructure
player saying this. Several of NYSE Technologies’ competitors share his view. “We
are in challenging economic times where
tough decisions have to be made,” said Jeff
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t’s not easy being an SRO. NYSE Euronext’s status as a self-regulatory
organization adds a layer of complexity when it’s trying to compete against

market centers such as ECNs that aren’t obligated to ask the Securities and
Exchange Commission for permission to introduce new products. Now the
company is discovering the same vetting process also applies to its vendor
arm. To launch its risk management gateway—considered an “exchange facility” by the regulator—NYSE Euronext had to file a proposal with the SEC. The
company must also file when it wants to make changes, such as in the area of
pricing. This puts it at a competitive disadvantage, NYSE Euronext recently
told the regulator. It wants the SEC not to consider the service an exchange
facility or, barring that, to consider its competitors’ risk gateways to be exchange facilities as well.

Wecker, chief executive of Lime Brokerage. “A broker-dealer can come to Lime
and get best-in-class infrastructure for
a fraction of what it would cost to do it
themselves. More and more brokers have
decided that infrastructure is not where
they want to differentiate themselves.”
Lime was originally a provider of trading
infrastructure services to hedge funds and
is now moving aggressively into the broker-dealer space.
The hard financial times following the
turmoil of 2008 drove brokers to look to
outsourcing as a way to reduce expenses,
Young said. Now that the fog is lifting and
budgets are returning, however, they are
still interested in shedding what they consider to be “non-core” assets.
So while demand may be there, supply
most certainly is. Several players are offering
“broker-in-a-box” infrastructure services.

Some offer soup-to-nuts; others offer pieces.
Lime, for instance, offers proprietary connectivity, data and transactions gateways.
Vendor SR Labs offers proprietary connectivity and market data. Vendors FTEN and
Options IT offer proprietary connectivity and partner with suppliers of data and
gateways. Still others, such as SpryWare and
Exegy, just offer the data.
None, however, offers proprietary
connectivity, data and transactions software—plus own and operate a co-located
data center and operate their own marketplaces. It is with this all-encompassing
package that NYSE Technologies hopes
to make its mark. And, as a supermarket
of services, the vendor could offer more
competitive pricing, NYSE Technologies
executives contend.
The vendor’s competitors note, however, that soup-to-nuts doesn’t appeal to
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